DEVELOPER . TEST by Neville Maude
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OR many years the standard developer, the one used as
a yardstick to measure others, has been D76. Many
manufacturers have paid it the supreme compliment of
imitation and among the best-known are IDll and M & B
320. Variations have appeared; for example in DK76 types
the borax is replaced by sodium metaborate and in D76d
boric aci~ is added as a buffer to keep pH more constant.
The succeSlSful Micr<iphen uses Phenidone instead of metol,
as does the de>-it-yourself ID68 version.

Acutol S goes a stage further by making the classic duet
a trio, in other words the developing agents are Phenidone
and metaquinol. The super-additivity obtained by careful
balance of ingredients allows an increase in effective speed of
about half a stop, but this is only part of the story.
It · will be remembered that Acutol (fully revi~ed 30th
Oct.) gave some Beutler effect and also increased sharpness
by retaining the fine detail present in the template of the
image, which usually gets " furred over " during development.

This sharpness retention I · shall call the Acutol effect, and
it is also found in Acutol S. '
A siimple analogy is to think of Acutol S as a cross between ·
Acutol and D76; this is quite apt since the characteristic Fl
hybrid vigour is displayed! Grain is much the same as D76,
there is no Beutler effect; and Acutol S is suitable for films of
all speeds.
Next comes the. question of curve shape. Plainly this
varies with different films but, again using D76 as a .standard,
the toe and shoulder contrasts are somewhat higher with
Acutol S. Indeed, tests show a very fair approximation to a
straight line, which is by no means easy to p btain with
modem fast films. The graph shows the full story for HP3,
and Tri X is essentially similar. The effect is rather more
marked than the uncompressed horizontal scale implies and
in essence one could think of the change as approximating
to printing on a "chlorobrqmide " paper instead of a
bromide.
Developing times are normal, varying from 7 minutes for
KB14 to 15 minutes for Royal X Pan. Tests werl}_ made on
both these films in addition to FP3, HP3, Tri-X and Agfa
Record. In ·an cases save one results were just as expected,
clean negatives with grain of D76 size, slightly better tone
scale, greater sharpness, and the 50 per cent speed increase.
The failure was with RX Pan, image contrast being low and
colloidal silver scum apparent. This rather temperamental
film always shows any shortcomings of a developer (we must
The excellent tone rendering in shadows and highlights of Acutol S is especially noticeable in night· pictures, though some of the effect is lost in
reproduction. The Mamiyallex C3 was used to take this view of Sellridges,
with the 105mm Sekor and an exposure of l/60th atl/3.5 on Royal X Pan.

not blame the manufacturers, because they. recommend DK.SO
and advise against D76, and presumably other developers ()f
that type) . .Luckily the partial failure was traced to tJie use
. of film nearing its expiry date coupled with a little teething
trouble at the chemical pacl<lng plant. A change in procedure there put everything right for the future and
subsequent batche.s have been first-class.
The developer is packed in the familiar two-part tin with
the instructions inside. .A list of times is given for a wi(.le
range of films, including Ferrania;· Gevaert & Perutz, and
also a temperature graph. A Patterson product distributed
by R. F. Hunter, the 21oz (600 c.c.) size costs 4s 6d and
films. Larger sizes including 80oz and
develops five or
one gallon will become available; also a replenisher.
Some photographers may wish to use Acutol with slow
films and Acutol S with fast ones. Others may prefer to
use Acutol S for all films and so avoid having to stock two
different :kinds; this is especially true of photographic
departments and industrial conceroo, where this new developer is already making headway.
To summarize, Acutol S offers distinct advantages .a nd is·
heartily recommended as a general-purpose developer. . Its
special virtue lies in the extra sharpness conferred, even with
poor camera lenses, though the tone scale ·and speed increase
are also useful. Like its sister, Acutol, it offers a firstclass combination of characteristics and in some ways is
ahead of all competitors.
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